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Hotel near chatuchak market blog

Do I need to offer chatuchak market for the famous weekend and mind (JJ Creative Market) in Bangkok? When you google for a name, you can find tons of information about it. However, if you read this, this is my copy. This is the so-called largest market in Thailand with over 8000 stalls and ready to blow your girlfriend's mind away. It's a
shopping paradise for girls and men and things on sale there are extensive, from clothes to food, pets to accessories, decorations for books, and more. Please note that by the weekend, I mean Saturday and Sunday only. Friday is wholesale day. Shopping and exploring Chateauchak is like a treasure hunt. The place is full of tons of
things you expect and the least you can expect. It is a great place to spend half a day shopping. Van Chatuchak face time before going there, you need to keep in mind these 10 tips vulgar but very useful: wear light and comfortable, this includes your shoes also bring sunglasses or hats or umbrella to tel block from the sun heating, apply
sunscreen carry your bags in front, so you can keep an eye for shawls bring extra shopping bags (save the environment) bring enough cash and change, you will be amazed you will see what please get a copy of JJ Creative Market map at the main entrance please remember where the main entrance, this will help you get back practicing
on price negotiation skills, and they will come in handy at each booth please go there early at around 9am-9:30am to avoid the crowd and the afternoon heat finally and bring along the hotel card too. The tuk-tuk driver who leads us to our destination to reach the Mystic Place Hotel's Chateauchuck weekend market is the easiest thing to
do. All you have to do is finish your breakfast and by 9 am, it will give you a free trip with a nice tuk-tuk to the market. It only takes about 3mins and it's fun. Please note that the hotel only offers a ride to the market but not back to the hotel. So, I'll talk about that later. The crowd at around 9:30 a.m., still moved colored shoes colored beads
and vintage stuff girl (but these are just display items) Chatuchak is full of surprises. You will be amazed by the treasures you find here. If it's the first time there's like me, just go with the flow and explore as much as you can. If you really see something that you like, just go ahead and buy it. It's because you may not have a chance to see
him again once you leave and once you get back on track in a maze of stalls (it's 36 acres big!). You are well to forget them and wander, as it is a very confusing place of many narrow alleys and try to follow a map around can prove very frustrating as well. But the map is still useful when you need to find the entrance. Thai lady character
make cool looking dragons from van chains show me pants that will leave stall with her one of the treasures of the van! While Van was busy choosing clothes and shoes, I had some time about and shoot some stuff in the surroundings. From the photographer's point of view, it's a very cool place for some spontaneous street photography.
Baby picking up local street vendors pushing their stalls to a cute high-sits cashier spot to grab the attention of a fruit vendor chopping some delicious mango people waiting for their ang mo food to choose earrings don't forget that bargaining is mandatory. Things sold in Chateauchak and prices are generally much cheaper than shopping
malls and street stalls in Silom and Sukhumvit. Many shops in the more central city areas also branch here, selling the same goods and fortunately for much lower prices. After a long walk in the market, don't forget to give yourself a treat. Water especially is very important in this hot weather. Trying to chatuchak market should be the
following. Look for these stalls that sell 100% Mandarin orange juice. No added sugar and it's delicious Ice Cream Clubice. Great to calm down for a while if you still have stomach for it, the famous coconut snowflake is a must try chocolate banana too, local coffee is a must for coffee lovers  this is our lunch: fan pork noodle soup and
bottles of roasted rice from coke finally, after a long day at the Chatuchak market, it's time to go back to the hotel. Get your hotel card and show it to a tuk-tuk driver or taxi driver. But before that, here are our experiences: 1. Don't get a tuk-tuk if the driver approaches you himself and if you're uncomfortable with the price. (The tuk ticket to
return to the hotel is only about THB25) we approached one driver at the main entrance and offered to give us a return trip to the hotel for THB150. I asked for an discount but he refused to say that there was a traffic jam and a load of nonsense and then we walked away, when suddenly he screamed to ask for THB100, but he wanted to
bring us to some stores. Immediately, I remembered reading about how these tuk-tuk drivers cheattourist in driving them to souvenir shops and forcing them to buy stuff. We smiled and soon refused and disappeared again in the Chateaushack crowd, knowing that this man was going to fool us. 2. Walk to the place where mystic tuk-tuk
place leave you and walk to the other side of the road and wave for a taxi. From this opposite side of the road, you can save some money on the taxi counter because this will skip u turn and direct taxi can bring you back to the hotel. Bangkok's taxi meter starts from THB35 and when you arrive at the hotel, only the THB40 counter reads.
So, if you have tons of stuff to carry and need to ride air con, I would suggest that a taxi is the best option. But please make sure that the taxi will operate by meter before entering the taxi. We were lucky we didn't ride the tuk-tuk, if we did we couldn't have to go back to the hotel on time and our schedule had been spoiled. One more thing
is very important. Choosing pockets roaming chatuchak weekend market is very difficult to notice in the crowd. As I was walking, a kid hit me in the ass where my wallet was. Then he quickly escaped without apologizing and then I saw him knocking another lady in front of me. I quickly reached my wallet and felt relieved that she was still
there. Back pockets of my pants where my wallet had a button and I remembered I had buttoned up the pocket. After the baby hit me, the button went loose. He had tried to take my wallet but noticed that the pocket was buttoned. Luckily for the button, he just managed to loosen the button and didn't take my money and my wallet. My
advice back to all visitors to Chatuchak, please be careful of your property when you are there. us at the Chateauchuck weekend market. Thanks angmo who took this photo otherwise, they have a great weekend in the Market chatuchak.  with over 15,000 stalls and a swarm of deals that had them (if you're happy to bargain), the
Chateauchak Market takes place every Friday (night), Saturday and Sunday in bangkok's northern region. It is the largest market in Thailand covering 35 acres with about 200,000 visitors every day. Disclaimer: Some posts on our blog contain affiliate links that support ck travels running. If you book or buy something, we earn a small
commission at no extra cost to you. How to get to Bangkok Chateauchak Market The best way to get to The Chateauchak Market is to take public transport – Bangkok traffic is a nightmare so we do not recommend using a taxi to get there. To reach Chatuchak using public transport take the Sky Train (BTS) to Mo Chit Station and get out
of the station through Exit 3 and follow the signs or the crowd. Alternatively, take the subway (MRT) to Chatushak Park Station and get out of the station through Exit 1. The official opening hours of the Chateauchak market are Saturday and Sunday from 9 am to 6 pm and Friday night from 6 pm to 12 am. The Plant and Flower Section is
open on Wednesday and Thursday from 6 am to 6 pm. What can you buy at the Chateauchak Market? Easily divided into different sections (and very selective), there are 30 different areas to explore, ranging from clothes and toys through pet shops and gardening. Be sure to get a free map of the market at any of the information kiosks.
Chateauchak Market Section Section 1: Antiques, Books and Collectibles, Food Stores and Kiosks Section 2 to 4: Collectibles, Home Décor, Paintings, Terracotta, Plants Section 5 to 6: Clothing and Accessories Section 7 to 9: Antiques, Furniture, Ceramics, Handicrafts, Pet Section 10 to 24: Clothing, Accessories, Household Appliances
and Pets Section 17 to 19: Ceramics, Fresh and Dry Food Section 22 to 26: Antiques : furniture, handicraftsection 27: books, food, sweets shops, collectibles as a minor aspect, to realize that the pet section is not for the faint-hearted - animals are kept conditions in a very different way to the west so steer well clear if you Upset. We have
been in Bangkok several times and have always ventured to the Chatuchak market (also known locally as JJ Market) on every trip, as there is a lot to see and do. If you are only in Bangkok for a few days, try to visit the market in the last few days so you can measure how many trades and 40 baht /£1 T-shirt you can contain in your bag! In
the past, we bought everything from sari and belts, to a little dodgy (some might say fake) Converse bags and mini-tuk straps made from local beer cans. There are plenty of regular characters to meet at the Chateauchak market including Chef Fernando Paella's Sitting Bar/Café Viva8 (an ideal way to escape the heat with a cold jug of
Chang beer). In addition to the iced coffee vendor who pours coffee from one pot to another like a circus performance. There are also occasional pop-up shows and live bands - on our last visit, there was a roving dance act wearing all the sparkle and gold, promoting Red Bull (how random!) Viva8 Red Bull food and drink promoters at
Chateauchak Market once you have finished your shopping, we recommend heading to the dining area either to visit one of the many food stalls or restaurants sitting in the interior section. Restaurants can be a bit touty and overwhelming at first (waiters try to get you clutch on laminated menus) but we've always been happy with both
restaurants in terms of food, speed in service and cost. Some of our special favorite foods to try from stalls include coconut ice cream, a strange little sweet garlic bread of hi-garlic, quail eggs on sticks, and a multitude of mango sweets plus a whole pile of ice on stick vendors. Click here to book a street food hunt in Chateauchak and The
Or Tour Core market day tour with Klook. Outside the perimeter of the main Châtchak market, you'll find plenty of stalls lining the outer roads, often selling ornaments and toys/souvenirs a little cheaper from within the market itself (although many seem to be inhabited by very young children who have been sent to sell their wares by their
parents, very different from what you see inside Chatuchak). As with any of the markets in Bangkok, this one is generally very accessible and easy to explore but do not keep an eye on your property and check your change after any purchases - this is a 'tourist central' in terms of markets so if you fancy something a little more authentic, try
Wang Lang Market. First of all, head to The Chateauchak Market with plenty of room in your bags, shop to your heart galore and then maybe spend the afternoon eating a lot of amazing food and drinking cold beer or coconut juice - is there any better way to spend the weekend? Klook.com Chatuchak Market Tips there fedex and DHL
courier services are available in the market to ship large items/furniture abroad. Toilet facilities are available for a fee of 5 baht (most of which providetoilet paper but some are on hand). heading to the market early in the day when It is a little cooler because it gets very hot in the middle of the afternoon (and make sure you have a bottle of
water on hand to keep hydrated!) make sure you wear comfortable walking shoes and light clothing that are suitable for wet weather. Be aware there may be pickpockets in crowded areas and if you need any emergency assistance, head to chatuchak counter vs. item 1.barter is expected, and you should be looking to get about 25%
discount on an item, but start bargaining at 30-40% off. Each resource must have a calculator to use for negotiation. ATM kiosks and money changer kiosks can be found within the market and in the surrounding area. Chatuchak weekend market title: 587/10 Kamphaeng Phet 2 Way, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900 Do you enjoy our guide to
Chatuchak market blog post? Let us know in the comments or by sharing them on social media. You can follow CK Travels on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube! Read more: Bangkok download grab app grab taxis and are widely used by both tourists and locals, prices are really cheap! Download grab here and use grabcktravels
to earn a free ride when you sign up. Sim cards and wifi pocket having data on your phone while traveling is almost essential these days - from planning your route around the city, booking a Grab taxi or staying in touch with friends and family back home. SIM cards are very cheap in Thailand with generous data allowances, available for
purchase from both airports in Bangkok, shopping malls and 7-eleven (bring your passport along for identification purposes). You can also pre-check online and collect a SIM card from Suvarnabhumi Airport, Don Muang Airport or Siam Centre. Just remember to make sure your phone is not locked to your LAN provider before buying one.
Instead if you don't want to change your SIM card then hire a Wi-Fi pocket with unlimited high speed internet access may be yours. We've used it a few times and we like to be able to connect our devices to it. Before the one online order with Klook to collect when you arrive to either Suvarnabhumi or without mwang airport. Chateauchak
Market Bangkok – add to Pinterest! Pinterest!
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